S

erious smallholders will
probably want to tend their
land for the full four-season
stretch. So you’ll need a good
house as well as some land. A
stereotypical image of the classic
maison française is the old, elegant
stone house with outbuildings sitting
in a sizeable plot of self-contained
land. They exist, of course, but now
cost much more than they would have
10 years ago. Vendors who have
already renovated a property to a
decent standard will want to see a tidy
profit for all the time, money and effort
involved. The alternative to buying
something with potential, in the hope
that a few cosmetic alterations will
bring it up to scratch, is probably
wishful thinking. A friend who has
renovated several old houses insists
that it will take twice as long and cost
twice as much as you think.
A local estate agent contends that
you get more for your money when
you buy something modern. We once
spent a few weeks in a gîte out of
season while constructing our current
house. Late ‘50s vintage, it was solid,
spacious, easily heated and
maintained, with a garage, a big
adaptable basement for storage and
sufficient land (with a mature kitchen
garden). But – and this applies to
some of the various kit-houses on the
market today – it lacked character. In
a land teeming with seductive
antiquity, the idea can be anathema.
Perhaps a more radical option is to
find a plot of land and build your own
house. Smallholders Stuart and
Gabrielle, whom we met last month,
found that agricultural land in Brittany
was surprisingly inexpensive. But all
the local farmers will have first call on
anything that might ever come up for
sale – and you can’t build on it.
IN DEMAND
Since demand these days outstrips a
finite supply, good constructible land
is increasingly expensive. Bargainhunters opt sometimes for the
daunting prospect of buying a ruin.
These often come with a decent (if
overgrown) plot of land, and any
sound walls could be incorporated
into a new design.
Whatever the option, by defining
carefully what you’re looking for,
you’re less likely to succumb to
moments of madness! When we
bought our stone farmhouse in the
Corrèze, as owners of a humble
terraced house in Sheffield, we were
seduced by all that size and apparent
value for money. We hadn’t even
asked, let alone answered, some
critical questions. Did we have the
time and money to properly restore
such a big house? Could we maintain
it once finished? What would we do
with the barn? Could we cope with
such a big garden? Was a small
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village suitable or should we be
looking for something more private?
How good were communications with
the rest of the world?
As smallholders, you should also
consider things like the nature of the
soil and characteristics of the climate.
Here in this neck of the Lot, our soil is
unforgiving clay on a bed of fractured
limestone. Down in the river valley, the
soil is alluvial and more yielding, but
the mist often hangs over it like a
damp muslin curtain till late morning –
which can’t be good for the tomatoes.
We have a beneficial mix of rain and
sunshine. In the Corrèze, we
discovered why it’s labelled ‘the green
country’. The rain! And at 400 metres
above sea level, our growing season
was signficantly shorter than it was
around Brive, a mere 40 minutes’
drive away.
FINDING WHAT YOU WANT
So, once you know exactly what you
want, you can start looking for it. In the
UK, there are specialist websites and
agencies. In France, many immobiliers
(estate agencies) are geared up for
increasing numbers of British clients.
Ex-pat property hunters exist, and will
use their contacts to find the ideal
match for your criteria. During visits,
you can ask at local mairies (town
halls) and in the offices of notaires
(approximately, solicitors), because

they often know about real estate that
isn’t on the books of immobiliers. In
fact, notaires have their own property
website, www.immonot.com. They also
charge less than the steep 10% or so
demanded by estate agents
(admittedly, for a fuller service).
Stuart, if you remember, highly
recommends renting in your desired
area before buying. This shortens the
odds of serendipity. (Friends, for
example, were viewing something
quite unsuitable at the same time as a
woman happened to be cleaning her
deceased mother’s nearby house.
“I’m thinking of selling this house,” she
announced. Soon they were the new
owners.) Stuart and Gabrielle found
their ideal settlement in Brittany while
renting. Once ensconced, they
decided they needed some woodland
for fuel and some more constructible
land for long-term plans. When word
gets out that you’re on the look-out,
opportunities materialise. They’ve now
obtained a small wood for coppicing,
and, for less than a third of the typical
asking price, an adjacent plot of
former wasteland.
In France, property surveys are
rare. The indigenous logic is that if a
house has stood for centuries, it
probably won’t fall down just yet.
Modern houses should come with
structural guarantees. If it’s an old
house, my renovating friend assesses ➤

Last month in Country Smallholding magazine,
Mark Sampson reviewed potential advantages
of setting up a smallholding in rural France.
He now looks at some of the practicalities involved.
FAR RIGHT
Annike gives
Stuart a
helping hand.
Neighbours
often drop by
and offer
advice –
Stuart and
Gabrielle
describe
their old
neighbours
as ‘fonts of
wisdom and
knowledge’.

Making hay on

FRENCH
SOIL

RIGHT
Yves is also
happy to lend
a hand.
Photos: Mark
Sampson
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Miranda moved to this area primarily
for Keith’s art. They now run a
modern art gallery in a farming
hamlet. When she’s not organising
publicity, Miranda devotes herself to
her beloved – and resplendent –
kitchen garden. “Yes, neighbours
would often drop by and offer advice
about planting. You shouldn’t plant this
or that till after St Catherine’s Day or
whatever,” she laughs. When she
proudly passed on the secrets of the
three sisters technique, gleaned from
Gardeners’ World, she found that her
neighbour, Simone, had been
growing her haricots verts up her
corn stalks for years.

whether it’s ‘honest’: “If it sits solidly
on the land, hasn’t been mucked
around with and is still basically what
it was, say, 300 years ago, then you’re
usually going to be fine. If you’re a
complete novice and a house has a
dodgy roof and some scary cracks,
then don’t touch it.”
PLANNING PERMISSION
Whether converting something old or
building something new, you will need
some form of planning permission.
Never buy a piece of land or an old
building that doesn’t come with a CU
(Certificat d’Urbanisme), which
guarantees the right to have basic
services. When applying for a
subsequent permis de construire
(permission to build), you must do it
via an architect, who will charge
around ¤3,000 for the service.
Authorisation comes via the mairie of
the commune. Unless there’s some
obscure reason, such as the élévage
regulations which prevent you
building close to an agricultural
building where animals are housed,
permission is usually granted.
Despite the infamous bureaucracy,

planning laws in France seem less
stringent than in the UK.

Robert and
his old baling
machine

HELP AT HAND
When it’s all legally yours, you can
start transforming that overgrown plot
of land. Alas, unless you can jump
through all the administrative hoops to
register as a farmer, there is little or
nothing in the way of official help. It’s
usually a matter of resourcefulness.
Fortunately, there are often sources of
unofficial help. Stuart and Gabrielle,
for example, have used their blog to
attract some voluntary live-in help
from back home. I still remember the
happy day, before blogging, when a
local farmer’s tractor cut a swathe
through our seemingly impenetrable
bramble patch.
I’ve heard many more stories of
kindness and practical help than
cautionary tales of bigotry. Indeed,
one couple, who settled in a damp
area that’s playing havoc with their
bronchial tracts, feel that to move
elsewhere would be an act of betrayal
to all the locals who have so
assiduously helped them to settle in.
Émigrés from Ireland, Keith and

Miranda’s
three sisters
technique
November 2007
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GOOD NEIGHBOURS
Stuart and Gabrielle describe their
old neighbours as ‘fonts of wisdom
and knowledge’. They’ve turned to
them for everything from sharpening
a scythe to cutting and baling hay.
One reason why they, and couples like
Keith and Miranda, have integrated so
successfully is that they’ve immersed
themselves in the life of their adopted
community, happy to offer their own
skills in return for all the practical help.
Stuart, for example, gives freely of his
labour, while Gabrielle helps out at
the local school. Keith and Miranda’s
vernissages (exhibition previews)
have broadened the horizons of a
conservative commune, bringing
together peasant farming families and
ex-pats from around the world to
enjoy art – and drink champagne.
One should never underestimate
the upheaval involved in moving to
another country, into the unknown.
This exchange of skills and crossfertilisation of ideas can help to make
it an enriching experience. There’s a
lot to learn from another culture –
often from moments of mutual
incomprehension. Miranda was
chastened to discover that the homegrown root artichokes she offered with
such pride are fed to the bêtes. And I
still blanche to remember asking my
neighbour how her breasts were
growing in her kitchen garden (well,
‘poitrine’ is virtually an anagram of
‘potiron’, or pumpkin).
Yes indeed, once you learn to
accept that a Frenchman is never
wrong, tilling a foreign soil can be a
real education.

• Mark Sampson’s book Essential
Questions to Ask when Buying a House
in France, published by Summersdale,
price £8.99, is available from
bookshops and via www.amazon.co.uk
and www.summersdale.com
For details of Stuart and Gabrielle’s
holiday accommodation, visit
www.brittanycountrygite.com.
Their smallholders’ blog is at
http://permacultureinbrittany.
blogspot.com/
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